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Study of Receptor-Ligand Interactions in Living Specimens by using
Dual-Color Dual-Focus Line-Scanning FCS
Rene´ M. Doerlich1, Qing Chen1, Per Niklas Hedde1, Vittoria Schuster1,
Mark Hippler1, Gary Davidson1, G. Ulrich Nienhaus1,2.
1Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany, 2University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL, USA.
In multi-cellular organisms, cell-cell communication involves a large variety
of cell-surface receptors that bind specific ligands. Unraveling these cell
signaling networks in depth requires quantitative information on ligand-
receptor interactions within living systems. Fluorescence correlation spectros-
copy (FCS) based methods are powerful approaches to obtain these data. Still,
their application to living systems have proven challenging. We have devel-
oped an integrated dual-color dual-focus line-scanning fluorescence correla-
tion spectroscopy (2c2f lsFCS) technique that greatly facilitates live-cell and
tissue experiments. Ligand and receptor concentrations as well as their
diffusion coefficients within the cell membrane can be quantified without per-
forming additional calibration experiments. In a first application, we have em-
ployed this robust technique to study interactions between Wnt antagonists,
Dickkopf1 and Dickkopf2 (Dkk1/2), and their cognate receptor, low-density-
lipoprotein-receptor related protein 6 (LRP6), in the plasma membrane of
HEK293T cells.
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A Universal Particle Image Correlation Spectroscopy (UPICS) for the
Analysis of Fast and Densely Diffusing Particles
Alexander Wolf, Pierre Volz, Thomas Schlieter, Jens Balke, Ulrike Alexiev.
Freie Universitaet Berlin, Berlin, Germany.
We present a new and universal particle/molecule position correlation method
for single molecule microscopy specifically designed to investigate the
motional behavior of dense multi-modally diffusing molecules as can be
found e.g. in live cell experiments or membrane receptor interaction studies.
While single particle tracking based analytical methods due to identity mis-
matching are restricted in particle number and diffusivities, our new universal
particle image correlation spectroscopy (UPICS) approach yields highly
correlated step length distributions with ever improving signal to noise ratio
for larger population sizes and unprecedented accuracy of diffusivity
determination. Neither blinking nor bleaching produce any change in UPICS
diffusivities or reduce their accuracy. The application to the diffusion and
interaction of membrane receptors (G-protein coupled receptors) will be
presented.
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Single Cell Image Correlation Analysis and Phenotypic Screening for
Diabetic Cardiomyopathy
Michael Prummer.
Pharma Research & Early Development, F Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd, Basel,
Switzerland.
The ‘‘patient in a dish’’ paradigm postulates that more predictive information
about human diseases can be obtained from in vitro models based on 3D co-
culture cellular systems with a defined genetic background derived from the
patient’s own induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS). We have developed a
model for diabetic cardiomyopathy using human iPS and a sarcomere integ-
rity assay for medium-scale high-content screening [1]. Image correlation in
combination with texture filtering allowed us to extract a streakiness score
of the a-Actinin stain for each individual cell. With this score we compared
the phenotype of normal cells exposed to diabetic stress with cells from
type-2 diabetic patients and found similar characteristics of the streakiness
score and Ca-signaling. Furthermore, the degree of cardiomyopathic pheno-
type of the patient-specific cells correlated with the severity of their original
clinical status. These models are incorporated into successive levels of a
screening platform, identifying drugs [2] preserving the healthy cardiomyo-
cyte phenotype in vitro during diabetic stress. In addition, we were able to
identify several target classes from bioactive compounds with known mecha-
nism of action. With a tailored compound set enrichment analysis we could
identify substance classes with similar chemical structure or mode of action.
In summary, this work constitutes the first patient-specific iPS model of a
complex metabolic condition, and the first application of image correlation
spectroscopy for fully automated single cell classification and phenotypic
screening.
[1] Drawnel et al., ‘‘Disease modeling and phenotypic drug screening for
diabetic cardiomyopathy using human induced pluripotent stem cells’’. Cell
reports, in press.
[2] Prummer M, ‘‘Hypothesis testing in high-throughput screening for drug
discovery’’. J Biomol Screening. 2012;17(4):519-29.1627-Pos Board B578
Probing Short-Range Protein BrownianMotion in the Cytoplasm of Living
Cells
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The translational motion of small molecules in cells appears to be suppressed
compared to what is observed in dilute solutions. Although, the rotation of
small proteins is almost unhindered, pointing out a local aqueous environment.
Different theoretical models provide explanations for this apparent discrepancy
but with predictions that drastically depend on the nanoscale organization
assumed for macromolecular crowding agents. A conclusive experimental test
of the nature of the translational motion in cells is still missing owing to the
lack of techniques capable of probing protein motion with the required temporal
and spatial resolution. We show that fluorescence-fluctuation analysis of raster
scans at variable time scales can provide this information. By using GFP, we
measure protein translationalmotion at the unprecedented time-scale of 1micro-
second, unveiling unobstructed Brownian motion from 25 to 100 nanometers,
and partially-suppressed diffusion above 100 nm. Experiments on in vitromodel
systems attribute this effect to the presence of relatively immobile structures
rather than to diffusing crowding agents. In this regard, internal membranes
(e.g. the ER sheets, vesicles, Golgi apparatus, etc.) appear to be the more likely
candidates as selective disruption of themicrotubules network by treatment with
Nocodazole did not significantly alter GFP behavior in the cytoplasm. Also, the
same measurement in a structurally-different (e.g devoid of membranes) intra-
cellular environment, such as the nucleoplasm, yields a different behavior,
in which GFP motion is never coincident with that in a dilute solution. Finally,
we believe the present findings coupled with use of genetically-encoded fluores-
centmarkers pave theway to novel studies of biomolecular processes in live cells
at the physiologically-relevant spatio-temporal scale. Supported by grants NIH
P41-GM103540 and NIH P50-GM076516 (grants to EG), MIUR under FIRB-
RBAP11X42L and Fondazione Monte dei Paschi di Siena (grants to FB).
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The diffusion of a fluorescent protein within the cell has been measured by us-
ing either the fluctuation based techniques (FCS, RICS) or through particle
tracking or through FRAP. However none of these methods enable us to mea-
sure the diffusion of the fluorescent particle at each pixel of the entire image
and create a detailed diffusion map of the cell. Measurement using the conven-
tional single point FCS at every individual pixel results in the long exposure of
the cell to the laser and eventual bleaching of the sample. To overcome this lim-
itation we have developed newmodes of scanning. In this new method of modi-
fied raster scanning, the laser scans each individual line multiple times before
moving to the next line. The difference from the RICS approach is in RICS the
data is acquired by scanning each frame once and then scanning the image mul-
tiple times. The other mode resembles single point FCS at each point of an im-
age, albeit for a very short time. The total time of data acquisition required for
these acquisitions are much shorter than the traditional FCS analysis at each
pixel. However, at single pixel the acquired intensity time sequence is short;
requiring a non-conventional analysis of the correlation function to extract in-
formation about the diffusion. The phasor approach, a fit-free method that was
originally developed for the analysis of FLIM images was applied to analyze
the obtained correlation functions. Analysis using this method results in an esti-
mation of the average diffusion coefficient of the fluorescent species at each
pixel of an image, and thus a detail diffusion map of the cell can be created.
This work was supported by NIH grants NIH-P41 GM103540 and NIH P50-
GM076516
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Fluorescence Fluctuation Microscopy Techniques to Study mRNA Synthe-
sis and Dynamics
Paolo Annibale, Enrico Gratton.
Biomedical Engineering, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, USA.
Over the last ten years fluorescence microscopy methods have provided
significant insights in the study of both the kinetics of mRNA synthesis at an
actively transcribing gene (or gene array) and its dynamic in the nucleoplasm
of living cells.
